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MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : April
Class - VI Set–1

1. Match the words in column 'A' with their meanings in column 'B'. 4x2=8
A B

(i) infant (i) weak
(ii) pretty (ii) illness
(iii) feeble (iii) young baby
(vi) sickness (vi) beautiful

2. Write 'T' for true and  'F' for false statements. 4x2=8
(a) Mother cares for us.
(b) We should not help our mothers.
(c) Infants depend on their mothers.
(d) Grand father is my mother's brother.

3. Translate into English:- 4x2=8
(a) eSa fdrkc i<+rk gawWa A
(b) Okg fo|ky; tkrk gS A
(c) vke ehBk gS A
(d) jke rst yM+dk gSA

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words. 4x4=16
(i) Who has written the poem "My Mother"?
(ii) Who cares for infants?
(iii) What does a mother do when her child is very young?
(iv) How can you say that a mother loves her child very much?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words: 1x10=10
(i) Whenever in trouble or pain, the word 'Maa' comes naturally to us. Can you explain why it is so?

Or
      Write five lines about your own mother.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : April
Class - VI Set–2

1. Write two rhyming words of the following : 4x2=8
(a) cry ............. ...............  (b) fell ................ ..................
(b) head ............. ...............  (d)  be  ................ ..................

2. Fill in the blanks with appropriate verbs from  the brackets. 4x2=
(i) I ................... a good boy. ( am/ was)
(ii) She  ................. sad today. ( is/ am)
(iii) Ram and Shyam ................... brothers. (is/ are)
(iv) We  ................... playing cricket now. (were/ are)

3. Match the words in column 'A' with their opposite meanings in column 'B'. 4x2=8
A         B

(i) infant (i) laugh
(ii) pretty (ii) strong
(iii) feeble (iii) adult
(vi) cry (vi) ugly
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4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words. 4x4=16
(i) What does your mother do when pain and sickness make you cry?
(ii) How can you say that the mother is very kind to her children?
(iii) What does a mother do when her child is very young?
(iv) What will you do when your mother is old?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words: 1x10=10
(i) Write two stanzas of the poem "My Mother".

or
Write any incident in your own words, when your mother wept bitterly for you.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : May
Class - VI Set–1

1. Write opposites of the following words: 4x2=8
(a) dishonour ................... (b)    usual ..........................
(c) mortal ......................... (d)    protection ....................

2. Translate the following sentences into Hindi: 4x2=8
(a) I am fond of watching T.V.
(b) I have seen Lata Mangeshkar on T.V.
(c) I like her songs.
(d) I am a big fan of Lataji.

3. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions selecting from the box. 4x2=8

into       with       in       on

(a) Rahim went  ...................... the tunnel.
(b) Reeta is sitting ................the room.
(c) Seema goes to school..................... her new bag.
(d) Rinku's cat is sitting ............the table.

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words. 4x4=16
(i) What kind of life did Sham live after his father's death?
(ii) When do you feel your food much tastier?
(iii) Why do people know Lata Mungeshkar?
(iv) Why is our country proud of Late Mangeshkar?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words: 1x10=10
(i) Lata Mungeshkar has won several awards and honours. Write what are those?

                                                     or
Write the story of Sham in your own words.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : May
Class - VI Set–2

1. Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. 4x2=8

but       and         as         because

(a) Mukul  .......... Arti will bring the book.
(b) Munna ran very fast ................ could not win the race.
(c) Salma could not go to school.................she was ill  .
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(d) The boy opened his umbrella ............. it started raining.
2. Write four sentences about the food you like. 4x2=8

(a) I like  ..................... .
(b) It is made up of ..................... .
(c) ............................................... .
(d) ................................................ .

3. Rewrite the following words arranging the letters to make them meaningful : 4x2=8
(a) hunryg  ...................... (b)  awdar  ................
(c) yonug  ....................... (d) honuor ................

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: 4x4=16
(i) When did Sham start to live luxurious life?
(ii) Why did Sham love the food in the woods?
(iii) Why is Lata Mungeshkar called " Swar Samragyi?
(iv) Why did Lata Mungeshmar give up the Film Fare Best Female Playback Singer Award?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words: 1x10=10
(i) Write a paragraph about a singer you like.

                                              or
(ii) Translate the following sentences into Hindi:- 5x2=10

(a)  I am Veena.
(b) I am fond of singing.
(c) I like to sing patriotic songs.
(d) I love my motherland.
(e)  I want to serve my country.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : July
Class - VI Set–1

1. Write True or False for each statement (4x2=8)
(a) Animals use words to send messages.
(b)  Some animals can smell their partner from kilometres away.
(c) Bangles are worn on wrists.
(d)  Bangles are rainbow-tinted circles of light.

2. Fill in the blanks with the words from the  box. (4x2=8)

snow, coal, leaf, blood

(i) Her hair is as black as  ............................
(ii) His shirt is as green as ............................
(iii) The cotton is as white as .........................
(iv) The ball is as red as ..............................

3. Tick (√) the correct prepositions: (4x2=8)
(a) Rita is going (to/ for) school.
(b) I bought this (of/ for) Rs.10
(c) India became independent (on/ in) 15th August, 1947.
(d) My mother is not (at/ in) home.

4. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions: (4x4=16)
Animals cannot use words and sentences the way human beings do, still they show their feelings and share
information.
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Many animals have a strong sense of smell. They use it to send messages. They leave a scent so that enemies can
be frightened. They also use their sense of smell to find partners.
(i) Why do animals leave a scent?
(ii) How do animals share information to one other?
(iii) Write the meaning of the following words:

(a) Information         (b)  message
(v) Write the opposites of the following words.

(a)many                    (b)   strong
5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. (1x10=10)

Write some special qualities of animals.
or

Why does the poetess compare bangles with rainbow-tinted circles of light?

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : July
Class - VI Set–2
1. Circle the odd one out from each list         [ 4x2=8]

(a) feeling, idea, thought, table, emotion
(b) teeth, mouth, mobile, nose, ear
(c) dance, sing, talk, book, laugh
(d)  bangle, ear- ring, nose-pin, shoe, bracelet

2. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions from the box [4x2=8]

     over        with             into           of

(i) Raunak  jumped ....................... the water.
(ii) Raunak is sitting .................... his parents.
(iii) Raunak has an umbrella .................... his head.
(iv) Raunak is fond  .................playing with water.

3. Write opposites of the following words: [4x2=8]
(a) buy
(b) happy
(c) new
(d) light

4. Read the lines of the poem and answer the questions: [  4x4=16]
Bangle - sellers are we who bear
Our signing loads to the temple fair ...
Who will buy this delicate, bright,
Rainbow - tinted circles of light?
(i) Who is the writer of the poem " Bangle - Sellers".?
(ii) How does the poetess describe bangles?
(iii) Why do bangle-sellers come to the fair?
(iv) Write True or False in the box.

(a)   Bangles are circles of light.
(b)  Bangles are worn on wrists.

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words: [ 1x10=10]
Name some of the sellers you know and also write what they sell.

    or
List some of the ways human beings send messages.
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MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : August
Class - VI Set–1

1. Match the words with their synonyms: [4x2=8]
(a) moment (i) fan
(b)  admirer (ii) identify
(c) recognise (iii)  take admission
(d) enrol (vi) short time

2. Use the following words in your own sentences. [4x2=8]
(a) modern
(b) host
(c) difficult
(d) weep

3. Put a tick mark (√) against the word having correct spellings. [4x2=8]
(a) (i) arival (ii) arrival (iii) arrivel
(b) (i) veruious (ii ) various (iii) variyus
(c) (i) decoraton (ii) decoration (iii) deccoration
(d) (i) important (ii) importent (iii) emportant

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words [4x4=16]
(i) Who was the first Indian woman to reach the semi final of All-England super series ? Mention the year also.
(ii) Who recognised Saina Nehwal's talent in her childhood?
(iii) Why was Saina Nehwal renamed the most Promising player in 2008?
(iv)  Which field is Arjuna Award  related to?

5. Answer the following question in about 50 words. [10x1=10]
Write in brief Saina's performance in badminton.

 or
Write five lines about 'your favoutite player'.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : August
Class - VI Set–2

1. Match the words in column 'A' with their meanings in column 'B': [4x2=8]
    A        B
admire competition
advice praise
tournament time
moment counsel

 2. Fill in the blanks with appropriate article [a, an, the] [4x2=8]
(i) It was  ............... historical moment.
(ii) Playing is ................ important exercise.
(iii) I am ................ captain of my cricket team.
(iv) She is  ................. honest girl .

3. Fill in the blanks with correct prepositions: [4x2=8]
(a) The best Indian woman player  ....................... badminton is Saina.
(b) Saina was born .................... 17th March, 1990.
(c) They were talking  .................her.
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(d) We should not go out  ...................heavy rains.
4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words. 4x4=16

(i) Who is Saina Nehwal? Where was she born?
(ii) Why is Saina famous for?
(iii) How did Saina win international recognition?
(iv) Name the Indian players who have won International prestige in badminton.

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words: [10x1=10]
Write five lines on 'your favourite game'

                                 or
Write in brief about Saina Nehwal .

HALFYEARLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : September
Class - VI Set–1

1. Pick out nouns from these sentences and write them. [4x2=8]
(i) Rupa is very clever      . ......................
(ii) The road is very smooth    . ........................
(iii) The table is quite strong     . .........................
(iv) The water is flowing        ..........................

2. Match the workers with their work: [4x2=8]
(i) teacher competes in outdoor sports and games
(ii) engineer paints and draws pictures.
(iii) athlete designs and builds engines, machines, roads bridges etc.
(iv) artist teaches students.

3. Match the words with their synonyms:  [4x2=8]
(i) sob a space at the back of a house.
(ii) backyard immediately
(iii) shiver cry
(iv) instantly tremble

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: [4x4=16]
(i) Why is Saina famous for?
(ii) Why should we not be unkind to our mother?
(iii) What are the raw materials used for the Madhubani art?
(iv) Write any three ways animals send messages.

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. [10x1=10]
Write about your favourite game.

or
What excuses do you make for being late or absent from school?

HALFYEARLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : September
Class - VI Set–2

1. Read the following sentences and circle the determiners in each sentence. [4x2=8]
(a) Mahua is a small village.
(b) She had some silver bangles.
(c) I have an orange.
(d) Do you have any money?

2. Rearrange the letters to make meaningful words:  [4x2=8]
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(i) thudren
(ii) rian
(iii) folod
(iv) werta

3. Match the words with their meanings: [4x2=8]
(i) usual encircle
(ii) gradually pardon
(iii) forgive common
(iv) surround slowly

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: [4x4=16]
(i) What are the themes of Madhubani painting?
(ii) How can you say that Sita loved her son very much?
(iii) What food did Sham like in the woods?
(iv) Why was Blenkinsopp absent from the school?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. [10x1=10]
Everybody has a hobby. Write about your own hobby.

                                               or
     Write about the food you like.

HALFYEARLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : September
Class - VI Set–3

1. Write the antonyms of the following words using prefix from the box. [4x2=8]

  ir         non         un            in

(i) vegetarian    ......................
(ii) regular          .......................
(iii) common      ........................
(iv) direct          ..........................

2. Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of verbs choosing from the given bracket. [4x2=8]
(i) He ............ to school. (goes/ gone)
(ii) I .............. foot ball. (Plays/ play)
(iii) Raja is  .................... a song. (sings/ singing)
(iv) I have ............. this work. (did/done)

3. Circle the word that does not fit in the group. [4x2=8]
(a)  foot,  hand ,  stone,  neck
(b)  write ,   potato, read,  laugh
(c)  mobile,  calculator, computer,  book
(d)  when,    why,   that ,  where

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: [4x4=16]
(i) What does mother do when her child is very young?
(ii) How did  Saina become the most promising player?
(iii) Why is our country proud of  Lata Mangeshkar?
(iv) Why do bangle-sellers come to the fair?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. [10x1=10]
Write a paragraph about your village/town?

                                     or
List some of the ways human beings send messages?
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HALFYEARLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : September
Class - VI Set–4
1. Fill in the blanks with appropriate  verb from the given brackets. [4x2=8]

(i) Naghma...................... looking for her pen. (am/ is)
(ii) Ratan  .................... very happy with his son. (is/ am)
(iii) Rohan and Shyam ..................... brothers. (is/ are)
(iv) They  .................... playing foot ball yesterday. (are/ were)

2. Write the plurals of the following words. [4x2=8]
(i) school             .......................
(ii) bench             ....... ................
(iii) man               .........................
(iv) child               .........................

3. Match the words with their synonyms.  [4x2=8]
(i) aggression uncommon
(ii) identify belonging to birth place
(iii) native attack
(iv) unusual recognise

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: [4x4=16]
(i) Why did Lata Mangeshkar give up 'Film Fare Best Female Playback Singer Award'?
(ii) How can you say that mother loves her child very much?
(iii) What made Sham lose his way in the woods?
(iv) Name the Indian players who won international prestige in badminton.

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. [10x1=10]
Bihar is famous for many things. Write about some of them.

                                     or
How do you celebrate Bihar Diwas in your School?

HALFYEARLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : September
Class - VI Set–5
1. Write the plural of the following words: [4x2=8]

(a)  woman             .........................
(b)  fly                     ........................
(c)  child                  ........................
(d)  bench                 .........................

2. Write one word in place of many words choosing from the box : [4x2=8]

    bangles      thunder          widow       house-maid

(i) A woman whose husband is dead is a ......................
(ii) A loud noise that we sometimes hear in the sky during a storm .........
(iii) Jewellery worn around the wrist ...................
(iv) A woman servant whose job is to keep someone's house clean...........

3. Rewrite the following sentences using suitable pronouns in place of nouns You may take help from the brackets.
[4x2=8]

(i) Ram is going. (She, It, He)
(ii) Krishna, Nargis and Mohan are good friends. (They, you, we)
(iii) The table is made of teak wood. (It/ he/ we)
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(iv) Geeta is a good girl. (They/ It/ She)
4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words.                                 [4x4=16]

(i) Why do people know Lat Mangeshkar?
(ii) Why does Sarojini Naidu compare bangles with rainbow-tinted circles of light?
(iii) Which field is Arjuna Award related to?
(iv) How does the mother care for her child?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. [10x1=10]
What happens when you ignore your duties or work?

or
Write about an act of  bravery you have done?

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : October
Class - VI Set–1

1. Write two rhyming words for the followings: [4x2=8]
(i) mood ................ ..................
(ii) hall ................ ..................
(iii) rain ................. ..................
(iv) sun ................. ..................

2. Give one example for the followings:          [4x2=8]
(i) An animal that gives milk      ...................
(ii) The largest animal in the sea    .....................
(iii) An animal that gives us wool    ...................
(iv) The woman whose husband is dead  ...............

3. Match the words with their meanings. [4x2=8]
(i) gradually cry
(ii) forgive tremble
(iii) sob slowly
(iv) shiver pardon

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: [4x4=16]
(i) Why did people taunt the child?
(ii) What was the reason of discrimination?
(iii) Why did the child want to be standing in the rain?
(iv) Why does the child hate discrimination?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. [10x1=10]
Why should we not discriminate between man and man?

or
Write an incident when you have seen an act of discrimination in your society?

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : October
Class - VI Set–2
1. Pick out verbs from the given stanza and write them: [4x2=8]

Walk through the hall
With every eye on me
Surrounded by four walls
As far as I can see
Snickers, sneers, and laughter
---------------    -----------------   --------------  -----------------
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2. Write two rhyming words for each of the following:      [4x2=8]
(i) see       ................... .......................
(ii) fall       .................... .......................
(iii) head      ................. .......................
(iv) pain       .................. .......................

3. Circle the prepositions in the given lines. [4x2=8]
(i) I am in pain.
(ii) With every eye on me.
(iii) Surrounded by four walls.
(iv) Leave me standing in this rain.

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: [4x4=16]
(i) Why does the poet feel hurt in the poem 'discrimination'?
(ii) How do some people treat others who are not like them?
(iii) Explain the meaning of 'discrimination'.
(iv) Why does the speaker hate discrimination?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. [10x1=10]
Express your views on ' untouchability is a crime against humanity'.
[Hints: All men equal .................. favouring one bad .......... bios against one     also bad ...........all should live in
harmony  ............... wrong to look down upon]

or
Give an example of discrimination which you have seen around you.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : November
Class - VI Set–1

1. Match the words with their synonyms: [4x2=8]
(i) adult a great king
(ii) poet tasty
(iii) delicious one who writes a poem
(iv) emperor fully grown up person

2. Change the following sentences into Direct speech. [4x2=8]
(a) He said that it was too hard to eat.
(b) He said that he couldn't eat that.
(c) He asked his wife to make curry with the bamboo door.
(d) He asked what it was.

3. Put a tick mark (√) against the word having correct spellings. [4x2=8]
(i)  (a) elliterate (b) illiterate (c) illterate
(ii)   (a) Judje (b) Judge (c) gudge
(iii) (a) delicious (b) dellicious (c) deliceous
(iv)  (a) shockd (b) shocked (c) shouked

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: [4x4=16]
(i) In the poem "Bamboo curry", Why did the bridegroom carry the bamboo door to his village?
(ii) Which tribe did the bridegroom belong to in the poem " Bamboo curry".
(iii) Why was the Pandit surprised at Bribal's answers?
(iv) Why did Akabar praise Birbal?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. [10x1=10]
What would you do, If you were a king?

                                     or
Write about your favourite dish.
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MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : November
Class - VI Set–2
1. Choose the opposite of the words: [4x2=8]

(i) friend        ...................
(ii)  wet         .....................
(iii) awake      ....................
(iv) unhappy   ...................

2. Write "Direct speech" or " Indirect speech" against the sentences given below: [4x2=8]
(a) "This curry is delicious", he said.
(b) She said, "How can I make curry out of a bamboo door?"
(c) The mother-in-law told him how to make bamboo curry.
(d) She asked him to post the letter.

3. Match the words with their meanings  [4x2=8]
(i) illiterate acknowledge
(ii) jewels uneducated
(iii) humour gems
(iv) accept fun

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: [4x4=16]
(i) What was Akbar's full name?
(ii) Who were Akbar's 'Nav Ratnas'?
(iii) Why was the dish made by his wife so hard in the poem " Bamboo Curry".
(iv) Name the tribe which the bridegroom belonged to.

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words.      [10x1=10]
How can you say that Akabar was a patron of learned people?

                                                       Or
Write any story of Akbar and Birbal in your own words.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : January
Class - VI Set–1
1. Match the words in column 'A' with their meanings in column 'B': [4x2=8]

    A                                              B
(a) woods river
(b) meadows a song sung by many people together
(c) chorus fields of grass
(d) stream densely grown trees

2. Match the workers with the instruments they use: [4x2=8]
(i) farmer saw
(ii) fisherman  awl
(iii) cobbler  net
(iv) carpenter  sickle

3. Write the rhyming words for the following:  [4x2=8]
(i) wit .......................
(ii) joy ......................
(iii) red .......................
(iv) shade ......................

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: [4x4=16]
(i) Where do the painted birds laugh, according to the poem 'Laughing Song'?
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(ii) Why is laughter called a sweet chorus?
(iii) What did the vine say to the farmer?
(iv) Why did the tailor run with the farmer?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. [10x1=10]
What would you do, if your book starts talking to you?

                                              or
Write the theme of the poem, "Laughing Song" in your words.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : January
Class - VI Set–2

1. Match the words with their synonyms:         [4x2=8]
(i) alone afraid
(ii) chase extremely
(iii) frightened lonely
(iv) terribly run after

2. Words given in box are used to ask questions. Fill in the blanks to make a correct question. [4x2=8]

  what       why         how           where

(i) ..................  are  you doing?
(ii) ...................  are  you going?
(iii) ................... are  you so late?
(iv) .................. are you?

3. Write Direct Speech or Indirect Speech against the sentences given below: [4x2=8]
(i) "Who's speaking?" ,The farmer asked.
(ii) "It's a potato" ,answered the dog.
(iii) He asked what it was.
(iv) Ram said that he couldn't eat that.

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: [4x4=16]
(i) Why was the farmer frightened ?
(ii) Why did the Mukhiya get angry?
(iii) How does the green hill laugh?
(iv) "When the painted birds laugh in the shade"?

What does "painted birds" mean in the above line?
5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. [10x1=10]

What will you do, if the moon starts talking to you?
                                     or

Describe the scene around your house.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : February
Class - VI Set–1
1. Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of verb: [4x2=8]

(i) It was .......................(rain/ raining)
(ii) I have .................... the snake. (kill/killed)
(iii) Look, somebody has ..................... that window. (break/ broken)
(iv) They have .................... their work. (do/ done)

2. Write the full forms of these abbreviations (short forms) [4x2=8]
(i) Mr. .................. (ii) Dr. ...................
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(iii) etc. ...................
(iv) kg. ..................

3. Match the words with their synonyms.  [4x2=8]
(i) excuse one who cures the problems related to teeth
(ii) fault pardon
(iii) usual defect
(iv) dentist common

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: [4x4=16]
(i) Why was Blenkinsopp absent from the school?
(ii) Who helped Blenkinsopp to put on Physical Education kit?
(iii) How did mother know that the mongoose was not dead?
(iv) Why were Teddy and his parents delighted?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. [10x1=10]
Write the names and use of some pet animals.

                                      or
What excuses do you make for being late or absent from your school.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : February
Class - VI Set–2

1. Find out the adjectives from these sentences and write them.  [4x2=8]
(i) Teddy was a young boy of ten     . ......................
(ii) There was a dead mongoose in the garden      . ........................
(iii)  Grandfather sat in the bright sun        . .........................
(iv)  The big cobra and his wife lived in a garden   . ..........................

2. Match the words with their meanings. [4x2=8]
(i) wrap frightened
(ii) fluff to move by sliding
(iii) slither to put paper or cloth around something.
(iv) scared the soft new fur on young animals.

3. Put a tick mark (√) against the word having correct spellings.  [4x2=8]
(i) (a) yousterday (b) yesterday (c) yestarday
(ii) (a) although (b)  allthough (c) althoegh.
(iii) (a) slethering (b) slathering (c) slithering
(iv) (a) suddanly (b) suddenly (c) sudenly

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: [4x4=16]
(i) Where did Rikki Tikki see Nag and Nagin?
(ii) Why did Teddy name the mangoose ' Rikky Tikky Tawi?
(iii) Why was  Blenkinsopp late?
(iv) Why was Blenkinsopp unable to line up for Physical Education?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words.
Write an application to your Headmaster requesting him to grant you leave for two days.

or
How can you say that animals are our best friends?

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : March
Class - VI Set–1
1. Fill in the blanks with appropriate preposition choosing from the given box.  4x2=8

   to,      of,         over,          by
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(a) He is afraid ------------ the dog.
(b) He went to------------school.
(c) It is ten o'clock------------- my watch.
(d) Do not cry-------------- spilt milk.

2. Join the sentences with the suitable conjunctions choosing from the given box. 4x2=8

          and,        but ,        when,         because

(a)  The boy opened his umbrella-------------it started raining.
(b) The man is poor--------------- honest.
(c) Mukul--------------- Arti will bring the book to school.
(d) Rahim could not come to school…………….he had high fever.

3. Fill in the blanks with appropriate phrasal verbs given in the brackets. 4x2=8
(a) I --------- this book on the table.(got after/put up)
(b) We--------- early in the morning.(get up/get along)
(c) They are to------------- the truth.(put on/get at)
(d) He will---------- his best clothes on Deepawali. (get up/put on)

4. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions: 4x4=16
'This morning a Potato said': leave me alone.' My dog said: 'He is right'. When I cut a vine, the vine said: 'Hang
me back on the tree.' I threw the vine on the rock and the rock said: 'Get the vine away from me.' And then,
"added the fisherman, "my net said,  'Did the farmer get the vine away?'
(i) Write the name of the lesson the extract has been taken from?
(ii) Who are the speakers in the above passage?
(iii) What did the potato say?
(iv) Who said 'Hang me back'?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words 1x10=10
Name some of the pet animals and write how they are useful.

Or
What will be your reaction if a flower starts talking to you?

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : March
Class - VI Set–2
1. Complete each sentence with the verb form of Present Perfect Tense. 4x2=8

(a) Look, somebody has------------ that window.(break)
(b) I cannot find my pen. Somebody has------------- it.(steal)
(c) The postman has --------------letters. (bring)
(d) The dog has --------------him. (bite)

2. Use comma or inverted commas wherever necessary.        4x2=8
(i) He asked what is your father?
(ii) There were lions elephants tigers and bears in the zoo.
(iii) He said I want to buy books note books pencils and pens.
(iv) Tufail  Monu Farhan and Ravi are friends.

3. Write the opposite of the given words: 4x2=8
(i) friend    ---------------
(ii) death     ---------------
(iii) wet         --------------
(iv) awake     --------------

4. Read the extract carefully and answer the following questions: 4x4=16
The in -laws came to visit the Young couple that evening. They all laughed at his foolishness. The mother -in -
law said, "Didn't you know the curry was made from bamboo shoot and not from a bamboo door?
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(i) Why did the in laws laugh at the young couple?
(ii) Why was the dish made by his wife so hard?
(iii) Why did he carry the bamboo doors to his village?
(iv) Write the meaning of the following words.

(a)curry (b)  couple
5. Prepare a two minutes speech on the topic. 1x10=10

"Untouchability is a  crime against humanity."
            Or

What is the theme of Madhubani paintings?

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : March
Class - VI Set–2

1. Find out the opposite of the following words from the given box.     4x2=8

  aggression,      immortal,      throw,       fool

(a) pick (b)  protection
(c) wise (d)  mortal

2. Circle the odd one out in each list. 4x2=8
(i) bus car jeep      cycle
(ii) coat shawl jacket      sweater
(iii) cake bread biscuit      coffee
(iv) bench pen copy      book

3. Write the rhyming words of the following words: 4x2=8
(i) bright (ii)  lines
(iii) wrist (iv)  dream

4. Read the stanza carefully and answer the following questions. 4x4=16
Who ran to help me when I fell
And would some pretty story tell,
Or kiss the place to make it well?
(i) Who used to fell down?
(ii) Who told the pretty story to the poet?
(iii) Where did her mother kiss?
(iv) What did the mother do when her child fell down?

5. Answer the following questions in 50 words. 1x10=10
Write about your food habits.

Or
Write about yourself.

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : March
Class - VI Set–4

1. Circle the correct spelling. 4x2=8
(1) (a) luxurious (b) lxurious (c) luxurous
(2) (a) complax (b) komplex (c) complex
(3) (a) cammunicate (b) communicate (c) communcate
(4) (a) informashun (b) enformation  (c) information
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2.       Match words in column 'A' with their similar meaning in column 'B'. 4x2=8
                 A               B

(i) woods (i) fields of grass
(ii) stream (ii) a song sung by many people together
(iii) meadows (iii) river
(iv) chorus (iv) densely grown trees

2. Write the rhyming words for the following words. 4x2=8
(i) wit          ----------------       ----------------
(ii) side         ----------------       ----------------
(iii) joy          ----------------      ----------------
(iv) shade     ----------------       ---------------

4. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions. 4x4=16
Birbal is one of the most popular figures in the Indian history among children as well as adults. He was
Akbar's minister and Akbar loved him for his wisdom, wit and humour. He was a poet and author too.
(i) Who was Birbal?
(ii) Why did Akbar love Birbal?
(iii) Why is Birbal famous for?
(iv) Write the meaning of the following words :

(a)  adult (b)  humour
5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. 1x10=10

You are sick. Write an application to your Headmaster requesting him to grant you leave for two  days.
Or

Write five excuses which you may make for being absent from the school.

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : March
Class - VI Set–5
1.  Circle the words with correct spellings: 4x2=8

(i) (a) chopping (b) choping (c) chouping
(ii) (a) shouked (b) shocked (c) shokked
(iii) (a) dilecious (b) dilicious (c) delicious
(iv) (a) judge (b) gudge (c) gujde

2. Write' Direct Speech 'or' Indirect Speech' against the sentences given below: 4x2=8
(a) "This curry is delicious", he said.

             ----------------------------------------------------
(b) She asked him to post the letter.

              ---------------------------------------------------
(c) The mother-in-law told him how to make bamboo curry.

              ---------------------------------------------------
(d) She said, "How can I make curry out of bamboo doors"

              ---------------------------------------------------
3. Match the following words with their meanings: 4x2=8

(i) surrounded (i) make fun of somebody or something
(ii) sneer (ii) to laugh or shout rude comments at somebody, jeer.
(iii) taunt (iii) to be around some body or something.
(iv) snicker (iv) to try to make somebody angry or upset.

4. Read the stanza carefully and answer the following questions: 4x4=16
Late again, Blenkinsopp?
What's the excuse this time?
Not my fault, Sir
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All dead, Sir
Whose fault is it then?
(i) Why was Blenkinsopp late?
(ii) Guess who might have asked, "Late again, Blenkinsopp?
(iii) Write the name of the poem?
(iv) Write the meaning of the following words:

(i)  excuse         (ii) fault
5.   Write the answer in about 50 words.  1x10=10

How can we say, "Animals are our friends".
Or

If someone asks you something again and again how do you react to it?

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : March
Class - VI Set–6

1. Match the words with their meanings. 4x2=8
(i) epitome (i) federation
(ii) aggression (ii) embodiment
(iii) artist (iii) attack
(iv) association (iv) performer

2. Insert either 'and' or but' to complete the following sentences: 4x2=8
(a) He is a naughty boy ------------- good in studies.
(b) He is a player------------- singer.
(c) Raju shouts loudly in the playground------------- speaks very slowly in the class.
(d) Moni was to come here -------------- didn't come.

3. Underline the determiners in the following sentences. 4x2=8
(a) Mahua is a small village.
(b) She had some silver bangles.
(c) Her name was Sita.
(d) I have a cow.

4. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions : 4x4=16
The raw materials used by artists for these paintings are natural colours made of flowers and other natural
materials. But on walls and cloth, they use fabric colours.
(i) What are the raw materials used for this paintings?
(ii) Where do they use fabric colours for painting?
(iii) Write the name of the chapter.
(iv) Write the meaning of the following words:

(a)  raw             (b)  material
5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words: 1x10=10

What are the things you need to build a house and write about their use in building?
Or

Write about an act of kindness you have done to your neighbour, friend or any other person.

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : March
Class - VI Set–7

1.  Rearrange the letters to make meaningful words.                            4x2=8
(i) thunder       - ---------------
(ii) folod           ------------------
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(iii) werta          ------------------
(iv) rian             ------------------

2. Write the full forms of the following abbreviation:              4x2=8
(i) Mr. -------------------
(ii) Govt. ----------------------
(iii) Kg. --------------------------
(iv) Dr. -------------------------

3. Write the opposite of the following given words:              4x2=8
(i) friend (ii)  death
(iii) wet (iv)  awake

4. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions. 4x4=16
Teddy's father wrapped him up in an old woolen muffler and placed him near the fire. The mongoose sneezed.
Teddy and his parents were delighted. They gave him some meat and then took him outside. He sat in the Sun
and shook his fur till it was quite dry.
(i) Why did Teddy's father wrap the mongoose in a woolen muffler?
(ii) Why were Teddy and his parents delighted?
(iii) What did they give the mongoose to eat?
(iv) Give the meaning of the following words:

(a)delighted
(b)wrapped

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. 1x10=10
Like bangle-seller, name some other sellers you know and write what they sell.

Or
Write a paragraph about ' your school'.

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : March
Class - VI Set–8

1. Fill in the blanks with the help of the words given in the box: 4x2=8

    snow,            leaf,                coal,            blood

(a) Her hair is as black as     -----------.
(b) The paper is as white as -------------.
(c) This bag is as red as   ------------.
(d) This shirt is as green as ----------.

2. Fill in the blanks with suitable articles ( a, an, the) 4x2=8
(i) I am ------------ brave boy.
(ii) Lata Mangeshkar won---------- highest civilian award, the Bharat Ratna.
(iii) Who is ------------  girl sitting there?
(iv) She is -------------- intelligent girl.

3. Match the words with their meaning               4x2=8
(a) tint (i) transparent
(b) lustrous (ii) shy
(c) flush (iii) hue
(d) limpid (iv) bright

4. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions: 4x4=16
Bangle-sellers are we who bear,
Our shining loads to the temple fair…
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Who will buy this delicate, bright,
Rainbow -  tinted circles of light?
Lustrous tokens of radiant lives
For happy daughters and happy wives.
Some are meet for a maiden's wrist,
Silver and blue as the mountain mist.
(i) Who is the poet of this poem?
(ii) Who brings the load of bangles to the fair?
(iii) Who buy the bangles?
(iv) What is called delicate, bright, rainbow-tinted circles of light?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words.  1x10=10
How do you take care of your mother?

Or
How did mongoose help his master?

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : March
Class - VI Set–9

1. Change the gender of the following words: 4x2=8
(i) bull        ----------------------
(ii) man       ---------------------
(iii) king       --------------------
(iv) cock      ---------------------

2. Match occupations on the left with their descriptions on the right:              4x2=8
(i) architect (a) is concerned with politics especially as an elected member of Parliament
(ii) teacher (b) designs and builds engines machines, roads bridges etc.
(iii) engineer (c) teaches students
(iv) politician (d) designs buildings

3. Circle the word having correct spellings in each group. 4x2=8
(i) bear beir baer
(ii) sikness seckness sickness
(iii) moment mament momment
(iv) aventual eventual evantual

4. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions: 4x4=16
Saina won international recognition when she became the first Indian woman to win a 4-star tournament the
Philippines Open in 2006.' The same year also saw Saina as runner up at the 2006 BWF World Junior Champi-
onship.
(i) Who is Saina Nehwal?
(ii) When did Saina get international recognition?
(iii) In which year Saina became runner up in BWF World Junior Championship.
(iv) Name the sport Saina Nehwal is related to?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words. 1x10=10
How do animals communicate with one another?

Or
Write about any game you like to play or know about.
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ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
Subject : English Month : March
Class - VI Set–10

1. Complete the following sentences with suitable article ( a, an, the):                 4x2=8
(i) Copper is -------------- useful metal.
(ii) ------------ sun shines brightly.
(iii) The world is---------------- happy place.
(iv) Who is---------------- girl sitting there?

2. Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions from the given box: 4x2=8

   to,           with,               in,              under

(i) My brother is weak ------------ Maths.
(ii) The dog is standing---------------- the tree.
(iii) Ram was playing ------------- his friends
(iv) My brother came -------------- my house

3. Match the persons with the instruments they use: 4x2=8
(a) farmer (i) saw
(b) cobbler (ii) sewing machine
(c) carpenter (iii) sickle
(d) tailor (iv) awl

4. Read the following passage carefully and answer the following questions: 4x4=16
Animals cannot use words and sentences the way human beings do, still they show their feelings and share
information. Many animals have a strong sense of smell. They use it to send massages. They leave a scent so that
enemies can be frightened. They also use their sense of smell to find partners. Some animals can smell their
partner from kilometers away. Animals also use sounds to give information. They use special sound to share
their emotions including fear. Some of them also serve as warning to others.
(i) What do animals do with their sense of smell?
(ii) How do animals show their feelings and share their information.
(iii) How can animals smell their partners from kilometers?
(iv)  How do animals share their emotions?

5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words: 1x10=10
What will be your reaction if a bench starts talking to you?

Or
Name some of the domestic animals and how they are useful.


